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In the past few days, Gund experienced the
most desperate moments in his life. His
Indian bride Gina was murdered in the
woods in less than one mile away from
home at the very day she arrived Norway.
The mystery blasts throughout the quiet
town like a nuclear bomb. Who commits
this outrageous crime? There are some
witnesses. However, the taxi driver would
not elaborate because of his concerns; the
grocer cannot provide effective clues
because of his bad eyesight; the coffee
shop owner speaks tries to conceal
something; clues that female students
Linda provides seem to be half-genuine;
under the amiable appearance of the
muscular man, whether there exists a evil
soulEveryone seems to deliberately conceal
something. They tell part of the truth while
making more lies. These scattered clues
cannot be put together to solve the puzzle.
The suspect list is getting longer and the
case gets stuck. Between human and lies,
agent Siegel and his young partner Skyer
have to solve more than just the case.
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